FRIENDS AVAILABLE
FOR ADOPTION

RIGATONI
Hello! I have been told I am as lovely as they come and a real joy to be around! You'll see my biggest joy is being with you. I hope to see you soon!

REY
I am a very energetic pet needing guidance, and a lot of exercise. I love to play and with training, I'm sure to be a wonderful, fun-loving addition to your family!

GABBY
I am very sweet and playful and can find almost anything to keep me entertained. However, my biggest joy is being with you. Are you looking for a best friend? Let it be me!

To see other adoptable dogs and cats, visit animalcenter.org

CREATING A HUMANE WORLD FOR ANIMALS AND PEOPLE

Helen Woodward Animal Center is a unique, private, non-profit organization dedicated to saving the lives of animals and enriching the lives of people. For more than 45 years, our no-kill Center has provided humane care and adoption for orphan animals, as well as animal-centered educational and therapeutic programs for people. The Center is a dynamic, evolving institution that is an agent of change for the animal welfare world. Not only are we operating innovative and beneficial programs for animals and people, but we are teaching others around the world how to successfully market and promote their programs and stop the senseless death of thousands of animals. 🐾

Don’t miss a single issue...

Every issue of Helen Woodward Animal Center’s The Companion newsletter is filled with stories about the relationship between humans and the animals that we love. Four times each year The Companion keeps you informed about how you are helping us fulfill our mission of “people helping animals and animals helping people.”

SURRENDERED PETS will receive a complete veterinary examination for good health and temperament. A documented history is required for all owner-relinquished animals. Dogs under our care are exercised regularly and cats enjoy comfortable playrooms. Experienced staff screen potential adopters to help clarify needs and ensure a lifelong match. Once an adoption is complete, our staff is available for any assistance to make the transition a success.
Dear Friends,

It is hard to describe the bittersweet feelings as we oversaw the demolition of our old Adoptions building and began construction on our new building. As we look back on Helen’s vision and all that she created, we can’t help but feel nostalgic. It has truly been an amazing 45 years of growth with Helen’s dream of “people helping animals and animals helping people” guiding the Center throughout these years. During the Center’s early days, we focused on life-saving adoption and education, but soon expanded into programs and services that enrich the community, such as Therapeutic Riding, Pet Encounter Therapy, AniMeals, the Equine Hospital, and Club Pet. On a global level, the Center has seen incredible results from programs like “The Business of Saving Lives” workshop, which reaches out around the world to help pets in need and those who serve them.

In preparation for this momentous event, we took a look back at the Center’s history and the true impact of this organization. On pages 8 and 9 you can read all about the recent groundbreaking, the expansion of the Center, and see our temporary facilities. We are excited for this new chapter in the Center’s history and we are also very proud of what has been accomplished with your support over the past 45 years. We have never lost sight of the fact that none of this would be possible without friends like you. We thank you for all you have done and continue to do to make Helen’s dream a reality.

Though it is an exciting time here at the Center, we must still share our important message around the world. I am honored to have been invited to speak at the International Companion Animal Welfare Conference in October in Poland with over 300 animal welfare delegates from around the world. It will truly be a unique opportunity to share the message of hope and inspiration to our fellow animal welfare champions while encouraging them to develop the business skills and professionalism that are so needed in our field.

We will also host “The Business of Saving Lives” workshops here at the Center in June and October. We are honored to announce that special guest, Elizabeth Oliver, will be joining us all the way from Japan. Elizabeth has made a significant impact on the issues affecting animal welfare throughout Asia. Through these workshops, your Center is making a difference on a global scale!

Thank you for your kind support and for your partnership in this amazing adventure.

For a more humane world,

Michael M. Arms,
President and CEO
Six little puppies shivered against the cold December wind with only each other's body heat for warmth. The hole in the ground that their mother had dug for them was their only protection against the frigid weather, other animals, and the cruelty of humans. How long would they survive in these conditions, their eyes not even open and unable to find food or water on their own? Thanks to a good samaritan, they didn't have to find out. The woman, who had seen the puppies earlier in the week, quickly noticed that their mother was no longer there to care for them and circumstances were looking very dire. She quickly snatched up the little bundles and took them to her nearest rescue, explaining that their mother had been there at first but was now unable to be found.

The rescue was happy to take these special pups but knew that they would need more care than they could provide at their small organization. They reached out to their friends at Helen Woodward Animal Center and we quickly sprang into action to get the puppies to the safety of our facilities.

Our team worked around the clock to get them fed, help them to go to the bathroom, and keep their bodies healthy until they were able to function on their own. Foster families were carefully screened and trained in providing the special care needed to save these little pups’ lives. Within a matter of a few weeks, they were growing and thriving with full bellies and loving homes.

Once the puppies were old enough to get their second set of vaccines and spay/neuter surgery, they began looking for their forever families. Since they began that search so close to the New Year’s holiday, we named them after popular New Year’s wishes: Love, Joy, Peace, Prosperity, Friendship and Luck!

We are happy to share that all of the “Wish Puppies” got their collective wish of being adopted into loving forever homes! Looking back, it’s hard to imagine that these precious pups almost didn’t get a chance at life; they began their journey shivering and cold, and now they are members of loving forever families. It’s a happy ending we wish for every orphan pet.
Our 16th Annual HOPE Telethon was a huge success. We broke a record with over $1,000,000 raised for orphan pets and community programs! Thank you to everyone who volunteered, presented their donation, called to donate, watched, or adopted!

Additionally, Blue Buffalo's Home 4 The Holidays adoption campaign, which was founded by our own Mike Arms, collectively found homes for 1,279,809 pets around the world this year! Helen Woodward Animal Center is honored to work alongside all the incredible organizations dedicated to helping orphan pets find perfect, forever families. 🐾
ON DECEMBER 2, 2017, our Therapeutic Riding program hosted its annual Holiday Classic Horse Show. Our riders practice all year long to show off their newly acquired riding skills to friends and family on this special day. With this year’s theme being “Winter Wonderland”, we created an obstacle course based on the holiday song “Over the River and Through the Woods”.

37 program participants completed a course that included the use of our wooden bridge, complete with a water feature and river rocks. The riders were then able to guide their horses ‘through the woods’ of a series of potted evergreen trees, and as the song would indicate, they then brought the horses through the ‘drifting snow’ which included several 3-foot tall snowflakes. The next element of the course was to take the horses through the barnyard gate and then on a fun, brisk trot to ‘grandmother’s house we go’.

With our program being at its fullest with participant attendance, we needed to be careful about the timing of the scheduling for the big show day. When we began to take into account the horse use and tack assignments, as well as, the volunteer availability and rider preferences, the schedule turned into quite a puzzle! However, thanks to the help of our specially trained and dedicated volunteers, the Therapeutic riding staff of five were able to get almost 40 riders mounted on our seven horses in a matter of five short hours.

In the end, it was a beautiful and well-choreographed event and we are happy to report that our riders, their families, and friends had a lovely and festive time here at the Center. We want to give a special thank you to all of our horse show sponsors, our fabulous volunteers, and of course our amazing horses who were much indulged with plenty of candy canes.

Special thank you to Evergate Stables for the generous donation of pasture for Therapeutic Riding.
SAY G’DAY TO BANANA...

Meet the latest addition to our education animal ambassadors, Banana! Banana is a Citron-crested Cockatoo. Cockatoos are native to Australia, but Banana resides comfortably at the Center’s Pet Encounter Therapy building. Like most parrots, cockatoos are very social animals and enjoy lots of interaction with their human “families”. Banana loves to dance, sing, and talk! Some of his favorite phrases to say include “I’m banana”, “what’s the matter”, “buh-bye”, “Banana”, and “cockatoo”.

In the wild, Citron-crested cockatoos are critically endangered due to both the illegal pet trade and the loss of their native habitat. Through our educational programs, Banana works hard to teach the importance of protecting and preserving his species.

What’s orange, and rhymes with CARROT? PARROT! HA!

When you donate or adopt in a Petco store, you make big things happen for animals.

Learn more at petcofoundation.org

#allforlove #petcofamily

@petcofoundation
SUNDAY, JANUARY 14TH WAS A PROUD AND ESPECIALLY MEANINGFUL DAY FOR HELEN WOODWARD ANIMAL CENTER.

Our President, Michael Arms, Helen Woodward’s family — daughter, Win Rhodes, grandson, Emery Rhodes, and her great-granddaughter Jacqueline Rhodes — and several of our esteemed Board Members broke ground on our new Adoptions building.

The new Center will house fully enclosed indoor/outdoor kennels, a largely expanded medical facility, and a separate entrance for the efficient transfer of orphan pets from around the world. It will be in the original footprint of our current Adoptions center and we anticipate that it will be completed in 12 to 15 months from the beginning of demolition in early February. It is a culmination of many years of hard work and planning and the incredible generosity of our wonderful donors to whom we are so grateful. We truly could not have done it without your support!

The Center has been dreaming about a day when we would have absolute confidence that, no matter how cold and windy it was outside, our adoptable dogs and puppies would be safe and cozy inside.

We are grateful that, no matter how many dogs and cats needed our help due to overcrowded shelters and limited staffing, we will be able to welcome them all with open arms.

We will now have the medical facilities to get them all treated, spayed or neutered, and into loving adoptive homes as quickly as possible.

Breaking Ground on the
The Animal Center of the Future

Looking Back

Since we opened our doors in 1972 the Center has...

- Found homes for over 54,300 orphaned pets
- Spayed or neutered nearly 43,000 cats and dogs
- Provided safe haven to almost 38,000 pets in need, in partnership with organizations around the country

Helen Woodward Animal Center’s original entrance, 1972

“[I remember the excitement when we built the [original] building and it’s bitter sweet to see its demolition, but the new facility will provide great service and excitement going into the future. Helen is still smiling!”

— Arlo Sorensen, Founding Board Member
ADOPTIONS VILLAGE

In the meantime, the Center has created an Adoptions Village on-site to ensure that we continue to meet our Adoptions goals even in the midst of construction. By utilizing our old Education house, we have been able to transform the space with a sustainable area for our adoptable pets, including temporary kennels for dogs and an indoor area for cats.

This new space also houses the Adoptions “check-in” area, the Foster program, and our retail shop, Paws in the Ranch. We are utilizing the old medical facilities in the Club Pet building for spay/neuter surgeries and medical procedures during this time, as well. It is a busy time for our hard-working Adoptions staff, but they are committed to a future that provides the best care possible for our pets.

Check the website, animalcenter.org, for our special hours during this time. We will continue to take as many animals as we can, but we will be limited due to the temporary facilities.

THANK YOU TO THE WONDERFUL MEDIA OUTLETS WHO SUPPORTED OUR WORK IN 2017!

TELEVISION:
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Raoul Martinez
Aida Soria
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Barbara Richards
Ashley Jacobs
Tiffany Frowiss
KGTV – ABC CHANNEL 10 NEWS TEAM:
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Anthony Pura
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Dave Scott
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Bob Stefanko
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Lori Fox
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Linda McIntosh
COAST NEWS
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DISCOVERY NEWS CHANNEL/WEB
INSIDE EDITION
LA JOLLA LIGHT
LA JOLLA VILLAGE NEWS
PEOPLE PETS
POMERADO NEWS
RANCHO SANTA FE REVIEW
SAN DIEGO COMMUNITY NEWS GROUP
SAN DIEGO FAMILY
SAN DIEGO HOME/GARDEN LIFESTYLES MAGAZINE
SAN DIEGO MAGAZINE
THE VILLAGE NEWS
Z CODE MAGAZINE

RADIO:
Clear Channel Stations:
Mark Zegan
MAGIC 92.5:
Jagger and Kristi
Len Balistreri
Sheryl Love
KFMBFM 100.7:
Shelly Dunn
91X:
Danielle Stuht
98.1:
Dave Mason

ADoptions Village
The Center saw tremendous growth this year with our educational and therapeutic programs, as well as an increased impact around the world with our international campaigns. We had, yet another record-breaking year with 3,476 orphan cats and dogs finding their forever homes, 70 of those being from our Hurricane Harvey rescue efforts, and our global presence reached even more people this year with the Remember Me Thursday® and Home 4 the Holidays® campaigns. Since Home 4 the Holidays began in 1999, we have helped find homes for over 14.6 million orphan pets, and this year, Remember Me Thursday made over 325 million impressions on social media worldwide to honor those pets who lost their lives too soon.

The Center’s Humane Education program taught respect and compassion for animals to over 14,485 children this year, including providing hands-on interactions with animals to over 100 classrooms at low income schools. Pet Encounter Therapy and Therapeutic Riding initiated over 25,000 therapeutic interactions to the children and adults who benefitted from the animals, and AniMeals supplied 70,350 pounds of pet food to the pets of homebound seniors, low-income families, and military veterans. Club Pet Boarding, the Companion Animal Hospital, and Orphaned Objects Resale Shop also had a successful year, but none of this would be possible without your support. Thank you for changing the lives of so many people and pets in 2017. We know 2018 will be even more spectacular with your help.

Thank you to all of our generous donors who joined or renewed their membership in one of our giving clubs, participated in special events, or provided in-kind support between January 1, 2017 and December 31, 2017.

**BEQUEST GIFTS**

We are grateful to the individuals below who chose to leave a legacy of caring by including the Center in their estate plans. These gifts will help ensure the long-term stability of our programs so pets and people in need will continue to receive the help they need for many years ahead.

2015 Marion Burke Separate Property Trust
Belina Lee Lazzar Trust
Charles A. Boleky Jr Trust
Elizabeth Wright Administrotive Trust
Estate of Henry G. Burner
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**THE HELEN WOODWARD SOCIETY**
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Bryce and Susan Rhodes
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Carlo and Nadine Daleo
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Charlie and Susan Muha
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Colby Rhodes
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Kevin Clark and Laureen Freeman
KUSI-TV
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Marcella DiStefano
Marshall and Pamela Saunders
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Mercedes Benz of San Diego
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Michael and Rebecca Heckelhorn
Mike and Sharon McKinnon
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National Philanthropic Trust-Rooney Fund
Neil and June Ash
O’Gara Coach /Rolls Royce
Pacific View Foundation
Petco Foundation
Premier Stainless Systems, LLC
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Rise Johnson
Robert and Julia Jaffe
Robert and Mary Jane Engman
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Jonathan and Dawn Doering
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Jack and Sandra Carey
Jackie Woods
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James and Kathleen Baldwin
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James Moore
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Jana Greene
Jason and Jaqueline Kaimer
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Jeffrey and Sandra Schafer
Jim and Gretchen Simpson
John and Gail Eyler
John and Jill Stiker
John and Mary Lu Lilley
John and Valerie Richardson
John Family Foundation
John Kiriaz
Jon Williams
Jose, Nadia and Gabriella Patino
Joseph Bush
Julie Dunlap
Julie Novak
Karen and Jeffrey Silberman
Family Fund of the Jewish community Foundation
Karen Wang and Jason Lo
Katherine Lazzaro
Katherine Nowak
Kathleen Rooney
Kathryn Angell
Katie Halliday
Keith Johnson
Kenneth Stephani
Kenneth Valach
Kevin Sharpe
Kirk Taylor
Kristin and Nick Rucsetta
Larry and Sarah Morford
Larry and Trudie Parker
Laurie Hill and Laurie Owen
Leslie Phelps
Leslie Shaw
Linda Oakley
Lizzy James Design
Lora and Thomas Fisher
Loving Suds
Lucie Truderring
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Lynn Bailey
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Marc Lafont
Marian Pritzker
Marilyn Quon
Mark and Stacy Lindsey
Marshall Rugg and Lisa Lightfoot
Mary Campbell
Maryann T. Rush
Melinda and Richard Fisher
Michael and Marissa Gregory
Michele Gorostiza
Michelle Mehok
Mike Erlanson and Dana Ryan
Mindy Schwartz
Mission Federal Credit Union
Monica Main
Nancy Daugherty
Nancy Leigh Norman Veach
Nancy Linck
Norma Cooper
Norma Simpson
Orrin and Karen Gabsch
Pala Casino Spa Resort
Patricia and Susan Salazar
Patterson Animal Health
Patti Gethin
Paul Debban
Paul Twardowski
Paulette Latimer
PayPal Giving Fund
Peter Faller
Price Philanthropies Foundation
Qualcomm Matching Grant Program
Randy and Nancy Wolman
Ray Fluta
Renaissance Charitable Foundation Inc.
Richard Gittings
Robert and Susan DeRose
Robert Church and Catherine Bristow
Robert Hyman
Rose Williams
Rusty and Carol Weeks
Sabrina Poulos
Sandra Wawrytko
Scott Gnaau
Scott Perry
Sean Casey
Search Quarry LLC
Searsucker Del Mar
Shannon and Steven Diener
Shirley Owen
Stanley and Rosanne Crooke
Stephanie May
Steve and Cindy DeMoss
Steve and Liz Holliday
Steve and Susan Parker
Steven and Karen Sommers
Steven and Yvonne Maloney
Steven Spatz
Surtronics, Inc.
Susan Richardson
Sylvia Lampitt
TECMA Group LLC
Terry Jordan
The Benevolence Community Impact Fund
The Blanchard Foundation
The Marianne McDonald Living Trust
The Merck Foundation
The Paula B. and Oliver W. Jones Family Foundation Inc.
The Thunder Chicken Foundation
The Ursula Alletag Fund of the Jewish Community Foundation
Thrive Financial for Lutherans Foundation
Timothy and Christi Saltonstall
TJ McCann
Tom Brunson
Toni Nickell
Torrey Pines Kiwanis Club
Valerie Viterbi
ViaSat
Wayne and Carole Breise
Wayne and Jenny Chang
Wendy and Chris Evans
Will Hawley
William and Linda Gabriel
Willis Allen Real Estate
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Adam Pavlicek
Alan Tse
Alan Vigeant and Lois Navolt
Alex and Carrie Garufis
Amy Racinowski and Dave Horton
Amy Taylor
Andrew Walcher
Anna Schmitz
Anne Blackburn
Anne Fletcher
Ann-Marie Wolfrum
Anthony Castagnola
April Teitelbaum
Banfield Pet Hospital, Washington
Barb Leon
Barbara Eanes Smith
Barbara Martin and Preston Hiers
Barbara Meinke
Barney & Barney LLC
Beth Krueger and Davis Denton
Beverly Bensalem
Bill and Teresa Chen
Bill Welch and Maren Christensen
Boardwalk Development Inc
Bob Schultz
Bonnie Zimmerman
Brent Mckinzie
Brent Rathbun
Brett Evenhart
Brian and Silvija Devine
Brian Dyck and Patricia Glадstone
Bruce and Barbara Stevens
Bumble Bee Seafood
Burnet "Tigger" Wohlford
C.A. and Sharon Dunn
California Vet Specialists
Capt.Ramin Pourteymour
Caravan West
Carol Plantamura and Felix Prael
Carol Towne
Carole Morrison
Catherine Kelley
Catherine Sherman
Charles Dale
Charles Spalding Jr and Natasha Spalding
Cherie and Amy Nykolayko
Cheryl Girardot
Cheryl Morris
Jacquie Woods
Jaime Perry
James and Jane Bastien
James and Karen Kozen
James Caughhey
Jamie Dickinson
Jane Benton
Jane Vickers
Janice Muller
Jason Tankersley
Jeanne Bates
Jeff and Ann Skinner
Jeffrey and Linda Gorwit
Jennifer Shen
Jerry Miller
Jessica Goot
Jim Beyster
Joanne Paradise
John and Elly Beard
John Kesser
Jon and Linda Kartin
Josh Smith
Juan St Amant
Julian and Gale Stienon
Julie Moran
Julie Yee
Karen Patterson
Karen Schulze Hall
Karen Vold
Kathleen Conneil
Katie Sweet
Ken and Karen Cohen
Kenneth and Charlotte Fortier
Kevin and Nicole Korb
Kevin Vernon and Fay Stassis
Kong Company
Kris Cervantes
Kroger
Laurie Stuck
Linda Abbott
Linda Amorsen
Linda Arizaga
Lisa Caralli
Lisa Snyder
Louis and Gordie Zimm
Lynn Richardson
Maggie Velet
Maggie Wong
Manon Chadwick
Margo A. Sommerfeld
Mark Gordon
Mark Griffin
Marty Walker
Marvin and Marian Grays
Mary Ann Czerwinski
Mary Curran
Mary Parriott
Matiele Law
Maxine Rubin
Meg Louise Terry
Melanie Clark
Melinda Hill
Mesa Rim Climbing Centers
Michael and Jori Potkaver-Brown
Microsoft Online, Inc
Mike and Shauna Nuzzo
New Balance
Nicole Fortunato
Niren Desai
Parada Painting
Parisah Lovely
Patricia Berry
Patricia Catalina
Patricia Jensen
Patricia Whalen
Paul and Angela Stratton
Paul Frank
Paws into Grace
Peggy Murray
Peggy Oechsel
Peter and Leslie Putnam
Philip and Joan Brady
Phyllis and Ernest Moore
Pledging Foundation
Raymond and Betty Crupi
Reese Sexton
Renée Simmons
Richard and Denise Kerns
Richard Byrne
Richard Cohen
Richard Winter
Rick and Kim Salpietra
Rick Keyes
RiffTrax
Robert Cafliff
Robert Hughes
Robert Kidy
Robert Wilson and Norma Goodnight
Robin Forbes
Robin Halliday
Rod N. McDonald Family Foundation
Rodney and Anne Cressey
San Diego County Credit Union
San Diego Zoological Society
Sanjay Nichani
Sarah Goldstein
Sarah Kalish
Save This Life, Inc.
Scott Munro
Scott Ziobron
Sean and Lisa Cavanaugh
Sherri Way Martinez
Smile Generation
Song Charity Fund
Stan and Laura Kiyota
Steve Millendorf
Steven and Adrienne Anderson
Steven Schulman
Susan and Duane Lawson
Susan Dube
Susan Erskene
Susan Slaght
Sydney’s Pet Grooming
Szu-Ping (Melody) Ma
Tange Gavin
Tatum Hilmoe PC
Terry Stillwell
Theresa Binder
Thomas and Laura Muschamp
Thomas and Leslie Coll
Thomas and Susan Cordell
Timothy and Elizabeth Lovenberg
Tina Jones
Tom Davis
Tony Yee
Underhill Management Corporation
Upper Limits Sales & Leasing
Urban Wolf
Vella Law
Venkat Iyer
Verona Vernon
Wells Fargo Community Support Campaign
Wesley and Lyn Hoffmaster
THE FAITHFUL FRIENDS
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180 Solar Power
Ajit Nair
Alan and Linda Kaechele
Allen Briski and Debra Burnett-Briski
Alma Miller
Altitude Imagery
Amando and Mary Cunanan
Amira Sadre
Ametek Pet Behavior Products
Amy Strasser
Amy Tsai
Anastasia Melbroad
Andre Marc
Andrea Naversen
Andrew and Barbara Fahy
Andy and Lisa Harrison
Andy Jennings
Angela Horacek
Anklesaria Family Foundation
Anna Glossner
Anna Marmaud
Anthony and Edith Iannucci
Arlene Bobrow
Arthur and Ann Buck
Arturo Romero
Audrey Reisenauer
Bank of America Employee Giving Campaign
Barbara Cavanaugh
Barbara Finn
Barbara Gutshall
Barkily
Baron’s Market
Barry and Emily Berkov
Bassanese Charitable Fund
Beatrice Wilson
Beni Surpin
Bette Kankonen
Bettejean Capistran
Betty Davis
Bill and Cathy Webster
Bill Chatwell and Christine Oster
Bob and Collette Stefanko
Bob and Jane Fuchs
Bob and Vicki Schrainer
Bob Beck
Bonnie Wright
Brian Wynge
Brian Wynge and Diane Carmody
Brownie Grubbz
Carol and Lynne Grossi
Carol Ann Millard
Carol Hickman
Carol Miller
Carole Wolf
Carolyn Sager
Carolyn Taylor
Charles and Brooke Wisda
Charles Howe
Charlie and Naomi Grisham
Cheryl Steinhalt
Chester and Janice Willis
Chris and Kimberly Riddle
Christina Gale
Christopher and Natalie Holcroft
Christopher Wooley and Koree Blye
Christian O’Connor
Citywide Law Group
Corporate Alliance
Craig and Meredith Garner
Craig Robinson
Curtis and Pamela Worrell
Daniel and Cathy Gross
Daniel and Cindy Smith
David and Susan Frant
David Hallissy
David Lakin
Dawn Higgins
Debi Wood
Deborah and Deborah Butera
Deborah Phillips
Debra Vella
Denise Hampton
Denise Pavlat
Dennis Naas
Devlin Brown
Dianne Miller
Dog Beach Style, Inc.
Donald Santamaria
Donna Smith
Donnie and Kim Cox
Doreen Mulz
Dorothy Rischeberger
Dorothy Ross
Douglas and Olive Withall
Dripping Dog
E. Keene and Katherine Wolcott
Easyturf
Edward Brissendine
Edward Hand
Edward and Nancy Quinn
Eileen Schumann
Elana Parker
Elisabeth Anne Fife
Elisabeth Bell
Elise Souders
Emiliano and Martina Pasillas
Emile Hruban
Erik and Alyssa Bayus
Estelle Silverstein
Fairbanks Ranch Association
Faith Van Den Elzen
Farm Fresh To You
Faye Wilson
J. Walcher Communications, Inc.
Jack and Louise Strecker
J & G Charitable Foundation
J Laws
The Companion
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Karen LaPlante
Karen Siromy
Kate Atkins
Kate Atkins
Kathalena Sentz
Katherine Cormier
Kathi Stanley
Kathleen Episcopo
Kathryn Sweet
Kathy and Abby Esty
Kathy Biedenbach
Ken Moreno
Kevin Ward
Kim Cooley
Kim Farinsky
Scott Henry and Kim Lande
Kim, Keith and Berkeley Shores
Kimberly Travaglia
Kinuyo Mori
Kirk Crawford
Kona Ice
Krista Kogan
Kristiana Zyromski
Kristine Logan
Kupiec Orthodontics
Kurt and Stacy Dahlvig
Latin Charitable Giving Fund of SEI Giving Fund
Laurel Plagge
Lawrence and Judi Belinsky
Lawrence Frank
Leah and Virginia Brown
Linda Lambert
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The Center has always been a place where people can memorialize the pets of their friends and family with special gifts of support to help the orphan pets in their honor. One of the most visible programs we have had is the Tree of Life. Due to the new construction we are going to be moving the Adoptions Tree to Club Pet. There will be two Trees over there, but both Trees are going to be quite full with leaves so we have decided to discontinue the program. All the current leaves will find a home on one of the trees.

In lieu of the Tree of Life, we have a beautiful program called “I Remember You” to memorialize pets on-line, by “lighting a candle” and sharing a story and photo. See the link below. If you have any questions please call Elisabeth Baker at x350 or visit old.animalcenter.org/irememberyou/

Helen Woodward Animal Center relies heavily on private donations to fund our programs.

Monthly donors support our work throughout the year with recurring monthly gifts. Enroll with the form below!

The Center holds a variety of exciting fundraising events throughout the year from a 5K to a gala.

Get your company involved to raise funds for the animals by sponsoring an event, running your own fundraiser, or participating in our HOPE Telethon.

Our work depends entirely on the support of our dedicated volunteers. Many opportunities are available for youth, adults, and groups in our various programs and events.

Some pets just need time in a loving, comfortable home before they are ready for adoption. We are in great need of more volunteers willing to open their homes to these orphan pets.

To help reduce costs, our programs are always in need of items to support their activities. Visit animalcenter.org for our current wish list of specific needs.

Give the gift that saves lives! A gift to help the animals is a great way to celebrate a birthday, graduation, or the upcoming holidays. We will send a personalized card notifying the recipient of your gift.

Take the hassle out of selling your old car, truck, motorcycle, or other vehicle — donate it to Helen Woodward Animal Center! Our simple, hassle-free program will take care of all the paperwork, pick up your vehicle, and send you the documents needed for a tax deduction, while providing valuable funds to help the animals!

The Center holds a variety of exciting fundraising events throughout the year from a 5K to a gala.

Get your company involved to raise funds for the animals by sponsoring an event, running your own fundraiser, or participating in our HOPE Telethon.

Our work depends entirely on the support of our dedicated volunteers. Many opportunities are available for youth, adults, and groups in our various programs and events.

Some pets just need time in a loving, comfortable home before they are ready for adoption. We are in great need of more volunteers willing to open their homes to these orphan pets.

Some pets just need time in a loving, comfortable home before they are ready for adoption. We are in great need of more volunteers willing to open their homes to these orphan pets.

There are so many things you can do to help animals and people in need in our community. Visit www.animalcenter.org to learn how!

Contact Development 858-756-4117 x350, or ElisabethB@animalcenter.org to donate today!

MEMORIAL GIFTS
IN-KIND DONATIONS
ALTERNATIVE GIFT CARDS
VEHICLE DONATIONS
PLANNED GIFTS AND PET BEQUESTS
SPECIAL EVENTS
CORPORATE AND BUSINESS PARTNERSHIPS
VOLUNTEER
BECOME A FOSTER PARENT

IN-LIATHES YOU CAN HELP

There are so many things you can do to help animals and people in need in our community.

Visit www.animalcenter.org to learn how!

Contact Development 858-756-4117 x350, or ElisabethB@animalcenter.org to donate today!

Monetary Donations
Memorial Gifts
In-Kind Donations
Alternative Gift Cards
Vehicle Donations
Planned Gifts and Pet Bequests
Special Events
Corporate and Business Partnerships
Volunteer
Become a Foster Parent

Yes! I want to help animals and people in need.

☐ $250  ☐ $100  ☐ $75  ☐ $30  ☐ $____________________

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ____________________________ State ______ Zip ______
Phone ____________________________
E-mail ____________________________

☐ YES! I want to receive the Center’s E-newsletter

I authorize a one-time credit card payment of $ ______________________

I want to be a ✴PAW PAL✴ supporter with my monthly gift of $ ___________ until I choose to cancel.

Receive a pewter “paw pin” when you join today!

Card Number ____________________________
Expiration Date _______ Cardholder Signature ____________________________

Do not list my name in the newsletter.
Please send me information about including the Center in my estate plans, or providing care for my pet upon my passing.
I have already included the Center in my Estate plans.

Contact Development 858-756-4117 x350, or ElisabethB@animalcenter.org to donate today!
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CREATING A HUMANE WORLD
FOR ANIMALS AND PEOPLE

Upcoming EVENTS

MARCH 18
Puppy Love 5K

MARCH 26 - APRIL 13
Spring Critter Camp

APRIL 1
Easter Brunch at Searsucker

APRIL 28
Hornblower Cruises’ Pet Day on the Bay to benefit Helen Woodward Animal Center
Visit hornblower.com/port/overview/sd+petdayonbay

MAY 12
Volunteer Orientation

MAY 19
You Can Be A Vet Camp

JUNE 2
Spring Fling Gala

DONATE previously loved items to help pets in need!
Call 858-756-4117 ext383
www.orphanedobjects.org

ONCE IN A LIFETIME NAMING OPPORTUNITIES

The new Adoption Center presents a historic opportunity for our donors and friends to help Helen Woodward Animal Center build a new facility. Your support of this project will provide a dramatically improved environment for the animals and people served by our adoptions program. Take this historic opportunity to show your family’s commitment to helping animals by naming a portion of the new facility today. Plaques and pavers are still available.

Visit animalcenter.org/future TODAY to customize your gift for the new building and help us give the animals the new facility that they deserve!

Renew or upgrade your GIFT CLUB MEMBERSHIP:

- The Best Friends ....................$150 - $249
- The Faithful Friends...............$250 - $499
- The Loyal Companions .............$500 - $999
- The Helen Woodward Society, Bronze Circle............... $1,000 - $2,499
- The Helen Woodward Society, Silver Circle....................$2,500 - $4,999
- The Helen Woodward Society, Gold Circle..........................$5,000 +

Make a one-time gift club membership donation OR divide your gift into 12 monthly payments by joining Paw Pals monthly supporters.

If you have any questions, call the Development Office at 858-756-4117 x350